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• Write your name and starting year on each page.

• Each solution must be written on separate sheets.

• Your solutions must clearly reveal your method of solution.

• We will publish the results of this exam on our www-page. Only the names and
grades of those who passed will be published. MARK ON THE COVER OF
YOUR SOLUTIONS WHETHER YOU ACCEPT OR NOT ACCEPT THAT
YOUR NAME WILL BE PUBLISHED.

GOOD LUCK!
Note that the problems are not sorted according to their difficulties, but according to the
ordering of the chapters in the textbook.

Problem 1
Consider the following circuit:
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(a) Find the frequency function H(f).

(b) Find the impulse response h(t).

(c) Find the output y(t) for the input x(t) = 2 cos ω0t + cos 10ω0t, where ω0 = 1.

(d) Find the output y(t) for the input x(t) = tu(t).

(10 points)



Problem 2
Consider a sonar surveillance system for underwater tracking of submarines off the coast
of Scandinavia. 100 floating sensors are to be spread around the Norwegian Sea. These
will listen for underwater sounds, digitize what they hear, and send the bits to a common
satellite, which will relay all of them to a ground station.

(a) Suppose sounds in the range 050 Hz are to be recorded. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is to be at least 30 dB. Estimate the total minimum bit rate in bits/s needed
in the whole 100-sensor system. Show your calculation method clearly! (5 points)

(b) Now your boss says that the frequency range of the sounds is too narrow. Widen
the frequency range to 100 Hz. To save bits, lower the SNR to 20 dB. What is your
new estimation of the whole system bit rate? (3 points)

(c) Every sensor has its own separate radio signal to the satellite. The main spectrum
parts of these signals should not overlap, and the modulation is BPSK. Give a rough
estimate of the total radio spectrum that is required in (a).
Explain your method! (2 points)

(10 points)

Problem 3
Sinc pulses are to be used to transmit a binary sequence of ±1s at a rate of 1000 pulses
per second by means of standard linear modulation.

(a) Sketch as accurately as possible the signal produced by +1, +1,−1,−1. Do not
worry about the vertical scaling factor, but show time-axis behavior as accurately
as you can. (3 points)

(b) We stated in the course that the magnitude spectrum of a signal made from a long
sequence of ±1s is about the same as the spectrum of a single pulse. Sketch the
single pulse spectrum as accurately as you can. Once again, the horizontal frequency
axis behavior is more important to show than the vertical scaling. (3 points)

(c) The signal in (a)–(b) is centered at zero Hz. It is now to be shifted by means of
radio modulation to a 1 MHz center. Show how to do this by means of a formula
or a simple circuit.
Sketch the new spectrum.
What does signal versus time sketch look like? (4 points)

(10 points)



Problem 4
Consider the following binary sequence

001010100001001001010001000111110100010110010
000111100100000100101001110000001001101001100
000101010100100000011010010000001110010011000
001110101000100000010001001000001010011000111
010000101001011011010111110000010011101100000
00100010000110000100011101000001011100010000

generated by the LZW algorithm using the ASCII code described in the “Formelsamling”.
The addresses to the entries in the constructed table are represented as

0 ↔ 0i0
1 ↔ 0i1
2 ↔ 0i10
3 ↔ 0i11
4 ↔ 0i100
5 ↔ 0i101
6 ↔ 0i110
7 ↔ 0i111
8 ↔ 0i1000
9 ↔ 0i1001
10 ↔ 0i1010
11 ↔ 0i1011
12 ↔ 0i1100
13 ↔ 0i1101
14 ↔ 0i1110
15 ↔ 0i1111
16 ↔ 0i10000
17 ↔ 0i10001
18 ↔ 0i10010

etcetera

0i denotes a string of zeros
required to obtain an ad-
dress of dlog ne bits.

Find the text that was compressed.
What is the compression ratio, that is, the ratio between the lengths of the compressed
and uncompressed binary strings?

(10 points)



Problem 5
Consider the following scheme:

plaintext

Buy IBM Sell IBM

key

HHH Buy IBM -0 Sell IBM -0

ciphertext

HHT Buy IBM -1 Buy IBM -0
HTH Sell IBM -1 Buy IBM -1
HTT Sell IBM -0 Sell IBM -1
THH Buy IBM -0 Sell IBM -1
THT Buy IBM -1 Sell IBM -0
TTH Sell IBM -0 Buy IBM -1
TTT Sell IBM -1 Buy IBM -0

(a) Does this scheme provide any secrecy?

(b) What is the probability of a successful impersonation attack?

(c) What is the probability of a successful substitution attack?

Motivate your answers.

(10 points)


